
SOUTH CAROLINA NUMISMATIC ASSOCIATION 

YOUNG NUMISMATIST EXHIBIT RULES  

A. Each exhibitor must submit a separate application for each category or class of exhibits being 

entered.  Exhibitors must be a member of the SCNA. 

B. The exhibit application(s) must reach the address of the responsible person on the 

application by the date specified. 

C. SCNA officers, judges of exhibits, or their families shall not place judged exhibits. Non-

competitive exhibits are permitted for these persons. 

D. All materials in exhibits must be authentic. Any replicas, forgeries, or counterfeit materials 

must be labeled as such. 

E.  Exhibits may not advertise any contents for sale or have any statement of price or value. 

There will be no identification as to ownership or reference to the person displaying the 

material submitted for display.  

F. Up to 4 exhibit cases may be provided by the SCNA to exhibitors for use at the convention. 

1. Exhibitors may use their own cases provided total space does not exceed space of 4 SCNA 

cases. 

2. All cases must lie flat on the tables provided. 

3. No electrical outlets will be provided. 

4. No titles or placards or numismatic material of any kind may be placed outside the 

exhibit cases. 

G.  Exhibits of material not capable of being presented in the usual cases will be permitted only 

upon prior and specific arrangement with the exhibit chairperson and subject to the 

concurrence of the executive board chairperson (President). 

H. In the event of any question of the legality of any material submitted for display, the 

decision of the SCNA President or the show exhibit chairperson is final. 

I. Exhibit rooms will be open for the placement of exhibits according to the time schedule set 

on the application or in the letter accompanying it. Each exhibitor is responsible for having 

his/her exhibit set up at the appointed time. 

J. A small label will be affixed to each case denoting the number of the exhibit, the number of 

cases, and the group (category) in which it is entered. 

K. The Exhibit chairperson will keep a full and complete record of all exhibits, showing the 

name of the exhibitor, the group (category), the ID number, and number of cases used. 

Names of the exhibitor will not be disclosed until the judges have made their reports to the 

chief judge, all reports are tallied and prepared, and winners and runner-up(s) have  been 

determined. Exhibitors who wish to remain anonymous must inform the exhibits 

chairperson with the application. 

 



L. Each SCNA display case will remain locked and sealed by the exhibit chairperson or assistant 

in the presence of the exhibitor. (The exhibit chairperson will keep the case keys until the 

exhibits are removed; or, the cases shall be locked and the keys shall be the responsibility of 

the exhibitor until the exhibit is removed.) 

 

M. Security will be provided during the show times published. Exhibitors are advised the 

presence of security personnel or security systems do not constitute a guarantee against 

loss, a policy of insurance, or a promise to indemnify in the event of loss by fire, theft or 

other casualty. 

 

N. To be considered for an award the exhibit must be in the exhibit hall prior to the deadline 

set forth previously mentioned according to the time stated in the application letter. 

 

O. The decision of the exhibit judges is final. The award will be presented at a scheduled 

ceremony scheduled by the SCNA President and the board members. 

 

P. Any questions or requested exceptions to the exhibit rules should be referred to the exhibit 

chairperson. 

 

 


